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15 January 2007 
 
 
 
Ms Gina D'Ettorre 
General Manager - Adjudication Branch 
Australian Competition and Consumer Commission 
P O Box 119 
Dickson   ACT   2602 
 
 
Dear Ms D'Ettorre 
 
Federal Chamber of Automotive Industries - Application for authorisation (A91023) 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the application by the Federal Chamber of 
Automotive Industries ("FCAI") for authorisation of certain conduct in relation to the supply of 
port facilities for vehicle import/export. 
 
Toll Group is a vertically integrated transport and logistics service provider.  Most relevantly 
for the purposes of this submission, the Toll Group includes: 
 

• Patrick's stevedoring and port operation businesses; 
 

• Patrick Autocare which supplies pre-delivery inspection ("PDI") services and 
automotive logistics and transport services; 

 

• Toll's vehicle transport business which provides automotive logistics and transport 
services; 

 

• an interest in the PrixCar joint venture, which provides PDI services for imported 
vehicles; and 

 

• an interest in the AAT joint venture which provides area hire services. 
 
The FCAI authorisation application covers the range of activities in which these businesses 
are involved.  This submission considers the key issues arising from the application from the 
perspective of the Toll Group as a whole. (Note that pursuant to s.87B undertakings to the 
Commission, Toll is required to divest its vehicle transport business and interest in PrixCar). 
 
Breadth of FCAI Application 
 
The FCAI authorisation application covers coordination and collective negotiation conduct in 
respect of the provision of the range of port facilities including stevedoring, area hire services 
and PDI and transport logistics services. 
 
Toll has no concerns or issues with the FCAI representing the industry in expressing views 
or liaising with port authorities or service providers in the development of new facilities.  This 
is the current practice and Toll and other facility owners have to date collaborated with and 
taken into account the views of FCAI as an industry stakeholder group.  Toll would expect 
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that this practice, which is unlikely of itself to give rise to trade practices concerns or a need 
for authorisation, would continue even if the authorisation was not granted.   
 
However, Toll does have a number of concerns (as set out below) in relation to FCAI's 
application to collectively negotiate terms and conditions of use of port facilities.  We note 
that FCAI's application states that it is not intended to involve collective negotiation (para 
1.4), although it would appear from the terms of the authorisation sought that what is 
intended is that FCAI negotiate at least indicative or model terms and conditions on behalf of 
its members.  It is this conduct that would likely contravene the Trade Practices Act and 
would specifically require authorisation.  In Toll's view, the public benefit justification for such 
authorisation is, at best, tenuous.  
 
Stevedoring and area hire activities 
 
The provision of stevedoring services, berths, laydown areas and port storage facilities are 
provided by stevedoring and area hire service providers pursuant to contracts negotiated 
with shippers and not vehicle importers/exporters.  This position is unlikely to change even if 
the authorisation is granted.  Any change to the current arrangements would require the 
agreement of the shippers (as well as facilities service providers) to hand over to the 
importers/exporters the contractual rights and entitlements (as well as obligations) flowing 
from a direct contractual relationship with the facilities providers.  This would be a significant 
shift in practice from current and prior practice and in Toll's view, would be unlikely to occur.  
 
We note that although the FCAI collective negotiation conduct in relation to area hire 
services is the subject of a current authorisation, the practice of contracting for the provision 
of area hire services between the service provider and shippers, rather than directly with 
importers/exporters, continues to be the usual practice.  Notwithstanding that authorisation, 
FCAI has not sought to enter into collective negotiations with the area hire service provider 
AAT.  Similarly, Toll is unaware of any approach by FCAI to Patrick stevedoring for the direct 
contracting of stevedoring services with vehicle importers/exporters.  
 
Given the unlikelihood of such contracting practices changing in respect of "pre-PDI" port 
facilities services, it is difficult to see the public benefit to be had in FCAI collectively 
negotiating terms of use.   
 
Indeed, there may be public detriment in the form of increased transaction costs if the 
conduct was authorised.  As the Commission recognised in its decision on the FCAI area 
hire service authorisation, transaction costs of the FCAI negotiating terms of use would likely 
increase given the limited nature of commercial dealings between importers/exporters and 
facilities providers (para 9.8).  Toll submits that the same rationale applies in relation to all 
"pre-PDI" port services.  Transaction costs would increase if negotiations with FCAI were to 
be conducted in addition to those with shippers. 
 
In addition, FCAI currently has the benefit of an authorisation (effective until 12 May 2010) to 
collectively negotiate for area hire services.  The current application appears to include the 
same conduct as already authorised albeit for a longer period of 10 years.  There seems no 
good reason to grant an authorisation for conduct already authorised.  
 
PDI and logistics/transport services 
 
Vehicle importers and exporters do contract directly with PDI and logistics/transport service 
providers, including for the use of certain port facilities.  This would include "pre-delivery 
inspection facilities and train and truck loading facilities", as referred to in FCAI's 
authorisation application.   
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In general, vehicle importers/exporters each have specific requirements for PDI and 
logistics/transport services.  The contracts negotiated and entered into between service 
providers and each importer/exporter reflect these specific requirements.  Toll has individual 
contracts with its customers that meet the unique and specific requirements of each and 
undertakes a communicative and consultative program with each customer individually on 
the requirements they have for development of new facilities, be it on wharf or inland, for 
both import and/or export programs. 
 
The nature of the PDI and logistics/transport services provided is not homogenous or a 
matter of "one size fitting all" as may have been the case with area hire services the subject 
of the current FCAI authorisation.  This means that even if FCAI was to negotiate an 
indicative contract or standard terms and conditions, the range of different requirements 
would mean that individual contracts with vehicle importers/exporters would need to be 
negotiated in any event.  This would likely increase transaction costs as the FCAI would be 
seeking to negotiate indicative terms with facilities services providers, who in turn will 
nonetheless, be required to negotiate individual contracts with FCAI members. 
 
The value of indicative terms and conditions in circumstances where the range of outcomes 
required to address each FCAI member's specific requirements would be broad, is likely to 
be at most, low.  To be balanced against this purported benefit, are the increased transaction 
costs resulting from multi-party contracting and negotiations. 
 
Collective Boycotts 
 
Toll notes that the FCAI submission clearly states that the proposed conduct "will not involve 
collective negotiations, collective agreements or collective boycotts by FCAI and/or its 
members".  However, Toll would urge the Commission if it was minded to grant the 
authorisation, to ensure that the authorisation does not cover any collective agreement or 
collective boycott conduct. 
 
FCAI members should be free to negotiate individual contracts and terms with facilities 
providers and not be compelled to use the FCAI indicative terms.  FCAI members compete 
with each other for (among other things) the acquisition of PDI and logistics/transport 
services where they aim to obtain the most competitive terms in order to most effectively 
compete in downstream vehicle supply markets.  Any agreement, arrangement or 
understanding among these competitors in relation to the terms and conditions on which they 
acquire PDI and logistics/transport services or to engage in collective boycott conduct would 
be anti-competitive and clearly a breach of the Trade Practices Act.   
 
Notwithstanding FCAI's statement in its submission to the contrary, Toll is concerned that 
collective bargaining arrangements such as that proposed by FCAI may increase the 
potential for collusive anti-competitive conduct by its members.  This concern was noted by 
the Commission in its decision to authorise the FCAI collective bargaining conduct for area 
hire services (para 8.32). 
 
Existing facilities 
 
Paragraph 2(a) of FCAI's application seeks to include collective negotiations in respect of 
"new and existing" facilities although paragraph 2(b) which sets out the specifics of the 
authorisation sought does not refer to existing facilities. 
 
Contracts are currently in place with shippers in relation to existing "pre-PDI" port facilities 
and importers/exporters for existing PDI and post PDI port facilities.  The vast majority of 
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these contracts with Toll are mid to long term.  There would appear to be little if any utility in 
having to further negotiate indicative terms and conditions with FCAI in circumstances where 
services are currently provided (and will continue to be provided in the mid to long term) 
pursuant to terms already agreed with customers. 
 
Term of authorisation 
 
FCAI has sought authorisation for the conduct for ten years.  If the authorisation was 
granted, Toll considers this period to be excessive.  
 
As the Commission is aware, the ports and transport sectors are currently experiencing 
significant change and development.  There is significant restructure activity (including Toll's 
proposed restructure and P&O ports management restructure) as well as operational 
changes.  This includes the redevelopment of port precincts, and the movement of container 
and automotive stevedoring to ports other than Sydney.  
 
Given the degree of competitive change currently being experienced by the industry, Toll 
considers that if the Commission was minded to grant an authorisation, the term of any 
authorisation should be no longer than five years in order to give the Commission an 
opportunity to assess at the end of that period whether the purported public benefit arising 
from any authorisation has in fact been made out.   
 
An authorisation period of no more than five years would be consistent with the 
Commission's authorisation of FCAI's collective negotiation conduct in relation to area hire 
services. 
 
We would be happy to discuss this submission further with the Commission. 
 
Yours sincerely 

 
Charles Thompson 
General Manager, Corporate Development – Toll Holdings Limited 




